


Elevate Performance and Reduce Downtime. 
Know, optimize, and troubleshoot your network.

Observer® Analyzer assists in successful performance management decision-making for complex VM and 
cloud environments, uni� ed communications (UC) deployments, network and application performance, 

and more. It o� ers high-level views and deep drilldown with comprehensive visibility into network and 
app behaviors, dependencies, and component interactions. It’s the foundation for optimizing network and 

application performance to meet or exceed high end user expectations.

Benefits
With robust and comprehensive reporting, Analyzer offers rapid issue resolution and builds long-term 

performance improvements. It provides the data intelligence and power needed by network managers, 
architects, and engineers to achieve peak service delivery. From SQL to VoIP, Analyzer delivers individual 

packet views and decodes over 740 primary protocols and countless sub-protocols.

Key Features
Application Performance
With virtualized visibility, you can manage application per-
formance across virtual and physical networks. Reduce 
downtime and increase productivity with in-depth, 
contextual application analysis. And get response time data 
for thousands of applications, plus performance metrics, 
transaction details, and predictive analytics that show the 
network impact of new application deployments. Analyzer’s 
advanced HTTP application monitoring o� ers insight into 
how web-based applications are operating and how users 
access IT resources, including information on browser type 
and operating system.

 

Expert Analysis
Get immediate intelligence in both real time and post 
capture using Expert Events for TCP, UDP, VoIP, Wireless, and 
more. Analyzer tracks and organizes common services, 
flags response performance by severity, tracks port-
based protocols for slow response, and di� erentiates 
between network and application problems with local 
tra�  c and WAN/Internet tra�  c distinction.

Additional benefits include:

• Total visibility into network and application health

• High-level to granular views

• Advanced HTTP application monitoring

• Customized Key Performance Indicators 

• In-depth troubleshooting with root-cause analysis

• Application performance analytics

• Expert Analysis – alerts you to potential problems  
  and solution strategies

• Over 30 real-time statistics including bandwidth 
  usage, LAN use patterns, and more

“ With Observer Analyzer, we now have the tools in place to get to the bottom of 

the problem, whatever the case may be.  ” - Lane Timmons 
Senior Director of Networking

Texas Tech University Health Sciences Center™



Conversation Analytics
Analyzer offers intuitive connection 
dynamics, which graphically breaks down 
individual network conversations piece-by-
piece, pinpointing which request or response is 
causing the issue. Retransmissions and dropped 
packets are instantly � agged. Spaces between 
conversation sections identify latency and 
response time issues. TCP/IP Expert Events show 
excessive retransmissions, and provide an explana-
tion of the problem and possible causes.

Trending
Use network trending reports to forecast IT needs or 
justify upgrades. View and analyze network tra�  c stats 
over periods of time – from days to years. Trending 
metrics can be broadly applied to meet diverse 
challenges like translating web tra�  c into Internet usage 
data to appropriately bill departments on service use.

Troubleshooting
Perform in-depth troubleshooting with an interface that 
provides intuitive work� ows for quick problem resolution. 
Deep drill-down capabilities with root-cause analysis pinpoint 
issues at the source with accuracy and ease. High-perfor-
mance packet capture, decode, and filtering capabilities 
offer additional support.

Triggers & Alarms
Analyzer deploys ongoing monitoring of activity levels and 
immediately sends prioritized alerts when network � uctua-
tions cross your pre-set levels. Select from various alert 
options--automatic emails or automated packet captures.

Features also include flagging activities or errors from a 
pre-de� ned list; setting custom noti� cations based on any 
� lter; obtaining email with virus information (including source 
and destination); and placing triggers on any WLAN activity.

Packet Capture
The Analyzer’s packet capture, decode, and � ltering 
capabilities are second to none. Analyzer lets you view 
individual packets and decode for over 740 primary 
protocols and countless sub-protocols. Analyzer � lters 
packets quickly and e�  ciently by address, address range, 
protocol o� sets, and protocol presets using the GUI and 
by-command line.



Platform Integration
The Observer Platform is a full-service IT solution for optimizing application and network performance 

management. Each part of the system fits precisely together with all other components – increasing 
capabilities, power, and speed. As an integral part of this platform, Analyzer plays a key role in creating IT 

management solutions for complex environments and supporting the success of enterprise-
wide IT initiatives.

Analyzer is often connected with Apex™, GigaStor™, and Observer Infrastructure (OI) to increase management 
performance power and to provide the following benefits:

• Long-term packet capture 

• In-depth analysis on historical events

• Forensics analysis

• Data stream reconstruction

• High-level or aggregate reporting

• Global alerts 

• Filter captures on device health
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“  Analyzer is a product that we basically took off  the shelf, immediately put to work, and 

now use for managing every aspect of communication health across England.    ”
- Martin Perkins 

Capita Secure Information Solutions Ltd | Network Architect

About Network Instruments 
Network Instruments, a JDSU Performance Management Solution is an industry 
leader in application and network management. It provides products that optimize 
performance and speed problem resolution, helping ensure delivery of critical 
applications for businesses worldwide. 

For more information visit www.networkinstruments.com.

North American Location
10701 Red Circle Dr.  •  Minnetonka, MN 55343  •  USA
Toll Free: 800.526.7919  •  Voice: 952.358.3800  •  Fax: 952.358.3801
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